At ONPASSIVE, our primary goal is to create a unique brand identity in 2020, ONPASSIVE headquartered in Florida, USA and became a global leader by clocking more than 3,66,000+ peoples support. ONPASSIVE is a unicorn company and #1 premium provider of artificial intelligence automated solutions to empower businesses with the latest technologies. A profound heart-deep commitment to supervise firms with AI-powered ONPASSIVE Ecosystem products. We have 200+ countries individuals support, and we have inaugurated our new Head office at Hyderabad, India, which has 400 employees.
As long as You’re IN IT ... You’re gonna WIN IT!

- 25+ years of market experience
- Inspired to deliver a next-gen business solution
- Visionary to build territory in a business world
- Aims to develop revolutionary AI Systems
- Praised as great humanitarian by people
**Mission**

Develop robust and efficient AI-driven automation tools that transform businesses to accomplish goals and objectives.

**Vision**

Enhancing user experiences with smart data-driven solutions. We strive to bring the power of futuristic AI Technology to SME, SMB, and Larger Enterprises.

**Our Values**

- Excellence
- Innovation
- Leadership
- Integrity
- Respect
- Diversity
- Quality
The ONPASSIVE DIFFERENCE

- AI Technology based Ecosystem
- 212 Countries People Trusted Company
- 3,66,000 founders at ONE BIG Platform
- Automated Digital Solutions
- Plug and Play Solutions
- Going to Influence Global Economy
Products

**GoFounders**
A network of futuristic business leaders who believe in AI Power for Future

**IP Tracker**
Automatically tracks IP location in bulk or single IP & generates reports

**TrimURL**
URL Shortener tool to empower branding on digital media

**ConnectME**
Video Conference Tool that enhances virtual meeting experience

**HRMS**
Simplifies HR operations, payroll, health benefits, and communication safety

**Chatbot**
Build and launch chatbots to simulate the conversations without disruptions
Products

Website Builder
Register your domain and build an SEO-friendly aesthetic website

Screen Capture
Record your screen, create videos, and applications simulations

OnPassiveNet
An all-in-one social media management solution for the users

Goodies Shop
AI-enabled platform for users to edit and customize products as per their choice

VPN
This platform secures the IP address of the network.

E-learning Academy
An automated E-learning solution for the users
Products

Crowd Funding
An auto-generated platform to generate crowdfunding

Finance/Accounting
This platform manages all your finance related worries in a single click

Mailbox
Switch to this AI-enabled mailbox and automate your mailbox

Wallet
The most simplified version of the AI-enabled virtual payment system

Marketplace
An automated platform for the users and the sellers worldwide

+ Lots More are on the way
ONPASSIVE takes pride in its achieved operational excellence with the contributions of a highly competent and passionate workforce at every location. We render solutions and services throughout the world, covering 212 countries.

Recruiting the right person for the right job is the secret of our success. We evaluate performance by measuring the competency of our employees. We encourage and value our workforce, not for their efforts, but the way they make it happen.

ONPASSIVE People are accountable and passionate at their work, and we strongly believe that our employees are great assets to us.
Founder Testimonials

- "Keep up the good work, team onpassive" - Phillip Paulus
- "Thank you, Ash, and other staffs for all your sacrifices" - Claudia McEnery
- "Many thanks to Mr. Ash Mufarrej & Leadership Team for support" - Maria Orsi
- "A big thanks to Mr. Ash for making us the number one" - Omerhos Lagod
- "AI Service Market projected to reach 5.3 trillion dollars" - Najia El Bazidi
- "I have faith in ASH and we are positioned in the right market" - Richard Markey
Locations

Head Quarters
7380 W Sand Lake Rd, Suite 500-529 Orlando, FL 32819

R & D Center
91 Springboard, Outer Ring road, Mahadevapura, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560048,

INDIA HEAD Office
DSR Inspire, Plot No: 21, Sector: 1, Hitech City Rd, HUDA Techno Enclave, Madhapur, Telangana 500081.

Contact Us

Support@onpassive.com  I  www.onpassive.com